YEAR 11 LEAVERS’ DAY AND PROM
On Thursday, 2nd July we said goodbye to our Year 11
students. In the morning the students came into school
for a Leavers’ Assembly in which we gave out subject
awards and said our formal goodbyes. There was also a
Leavers’ Presentation which looked back across their
time in school. It was a chance to relive all the
wonderful memories and stories they have all shared
throughout their time at Settle College, along with their
time at middle school and primary school. The students
looked extremely glamorous considering how early in
the morning it was! At break time the
students departed to go and prepare themselves for the festivities
ahead.
That evening we all descended to the Rendezvous
Hotel, in Skipton, for the Prom. From the moment they
arrived to the moment we departed the students
danced the night away. The highlight of the evening was
Mr Kaye’s awards ceremony in which students received
the awards for which they had nominated each other,
including Most Likely to be Prime Minister, Best Haircut
and Most Likely to Appear on Extreme Fishing with
Robson Green.
Both the assembly and the prom were enjoyed by all and it was a wonderful way for students to end
their time at Settle College.
We wish all of our Year 11 students the very best of luck on results day and look forward to seeing a
number of them back with us in Sixth Form.
Mrs K Hennessy-Garside
Year 11 Learning Manager

PREFECTS
As this academic year draws to a close, many roles are to be filled before the start of the next
academic year. One of these prestigious roles is the job of being a Year 11 Prefect.
As always, we had many applications from our current Year 10 students for the Prefect role, many so
that an extra stage in the process was added. Students submitted an application letter to Ms
Costello which was then followed by an interview with Ms Costello along with Tala Pattinson and
myself in our newly appointed roles as Head Prefects on the new Sixth Form Committee. Many
students were successful in the process, showing their passion and dedication for the school in
addition to impeccable behaviour and uniform. We hope that they will all be perfect role models for
the younger year groups in school, especially to the new Year 7s joining us here at Settle College in
September.
Prefects have already played very important roles within the school during our Transfer Evening on
Wednesday, 8th July and our Transfer Day on Thursday, 9th July, and they will be representing the
school for the next academic year across many events, such as Parents’ Evenings and Prizegiving.
Myself and Tala are very excited to work alongside the students to help improve areas of school and to
establish a strong relationship between Main School and the Sixth Form.
The new Prefects are as follows:
10K
Elle Dawson
Katie Abbott
Sam Bloom

Howard Hill
Leonie Harry
Tom Henderson

10M
Acacia Marshall Emma Franklin
Hebe Shepherd Rosie Laycock

10R
Holly Rouse
Jasmine Smith
Laura Foster
Martha Watson
Robert Whorton

Imogen Daley
Jodie Lodge
Libby Kendall
Olivia Barker
Tom Squires

10W
Anna Booth
Grace Lodge
Isobel Clements Jasmine Cannon
Melanie Hallam Nathan Jeffs
Victoria Johnson

Beth Smith
Joint Head of Prefects
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FOOD HYGIENE CERTIFICATES
Throughout the summer half term our Year 9 GCSE Catering students have all taken up the
opportunity to complete an accredited Level 2 Food Hygiene qualification.
This course, often referred to as the basic food hygiene certificate, is a requirement for anyone who
works in a setting where food is cooked, prepared or handled.
The course covers:











The Law
Microbiological hazards (Bacteria)
What is food poisoning and how to control it
Spoilage and prevention
Physical and chemical hazards and allergens
Personal hygiene
Food safety management systems and storage
Premises and equipment
Food pests
Cleaning and disinfection

Students have worked on an online version of the course studying all the various modules through a
range of interactive videos, online quizzes and questions then completing a final knowledge test.
It has been a great way to finish our Catering course by achieving an extra qualification which
incorporates additional learning, and hopefully it will give students an advantage should they wish to
apply for part time work alongside their studies.
Well done to all of our students we are very proud of your continued efforts to progress in the
Catering course.

’Food Safety Level 2’

It’s a brilliant course, I found it very helpful, I would definitely recommend it to a friend. I think it was
clear to read, and I think it’s a perfect site for people who want to get good qualifications. I think it
would be good if it had a few more pictures about the topic, as I think it would make it easier to remember. I like the way there are videos as well, about each section of the course. Overall it’s helped
me a lot.

Ms Mason and Mrs Lodge
Catering Teachers
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NEW YEAR 12 SKILLS DAY
On Tuesday, 7th July some of the members of Year 11 (future Sixth Form), participated in a Skills Day
to introduce them to life in Sixth Form, and also the possible prospects of University and the challenges it may create.
The day began with Mr Whitaker taking us through a crash course on growth mindset and outlook on
life, making us identify whether we have a fixed mindset or a growth mindset. The session helped us
to look at the way we learn best and analyse how we can best prepare ourselves for A Levels; how to
stay organised and up to date with our courses and come out with the best results possible.
After Mr Whitaker’s workshop we were introduced to two representatives from Northumbria
University. The first workshop began with an interactive quiz where we were asked questions about
A Levels and University life and we had to choose true or false, sitting down if we got the answer
wrong, it was a fun way to learn what are myths and what really is true when looking at Higher
Education. We then followed on looking at the skills we have, either through school or the hobbies we
partake in, and how they can help us in everyday life and situations and how to apply them. Lunch
followed and we used our new found freedom as Sixth Formers for the day to nip into Settle for a bit
of lunch!
Upon our return to school we launched into the second workshop, looking at the specific A Levels in
required for University courses , and then a quick quiz on the likelihood of being accepted into each
University course and what each course entails; it was fun trying to guess the success rate of
applicants. It was really helpful and gave us a vast amount of helpful knowledge on what’s to come.
The last event of the day was a quick fire Q and A session answering the burning questions we had
ranging from:
‘ An enquiry into the banter levels of the tutors at University?’ to ‘what to do if you dislike your chosen
University course?’
All in all I am sure everyone who attended would agree it was a very helpful, interesting, and useful
day with a relaxed, happy atmosphere, a definite success!
Evie Henshaw
Year 11
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SIXTH FORM HIGHER EDUCATION VISITS
In a busy build up to the summer term, and thinking
about all things post Settle College, the current Year
12 students have embarked upon a busy schedule of
next steps. We have attended the Leeds Beckett
UCAS Fair, where students got a chance to see lots of
universities under one roof and consider their
options. Students collected copious amounts of
information and prospectuses and are putting this
information to good use this half term.
They have also had a full day at Lancaster University
looking at ‘Academic Writing and Research’, and
‘How to write a good Personal Statement’ followed
by a full tour of the University Campus, even down to
the accommodation. We invited all Year 12 parents
into school for a talk about the UCAS process and
what it entails, focussing on the personal statement
and finance. For those who didn’t manage to attend
we have asked for the material for our website, and
will direct students to it once available, so it can be
shared at home.
Northumbria University have also visited school
giving students valuable advice about the UCAS
process, selecting universities, and the importance of
research into where to go. We encourage students to
use this half term to visit as many institutions as they
like, experiencing other universities and researching
their preferred courses.
For the first time we have also opened up university
presentations to Year 9 students. Northumbria
University gave a fantastic presentation on the
variety of choice for Higher Education and got the
whole of Year 9 thinking about their own
opportunities within education.

Mr G Whitaker
Director of Sixth Form
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NORTHUMBRIA UNIVERSITY VISIT
On Friday, 12th of June some of my
fellow Settle College students and I
were privileged to receive a visit
from Northumbria University. A
previous student of Northumbria
University visited us to talk about
our future options, and to tell us
about what life is like at university,
along with explaining about the
many
choices
of
courses
Northumbria University was able
to offer; for example there are
more than six courses you could
take in English alone!
This visit was especially useful for me as I am not sure where I want to go after finishing at Settle
College. The university representative then talked us through the process of getting a place in
university and the course requirements. Then we interacted with a game of heads or tails asking us
questions about what we had learnt. During this we kept on learning useful information whilst
playing the game; such as you don’t need to share rooms with people at university. Overall, the visit
was very informative, and I really enjoyed learning more about university life. The Year 9 students
would like to thank Northumbria University for sending someone to talk to us about our future
options.
Benjamin Coote
Year 9

YEAR 9 AND 10 CAREERS MORNING
The morning got off to a great start with a presentation from an Army Recruitment Officer during
Year 9 and 10 assembly . The students heard about the wide range of Apprenticeship opportunities
as well as the Armed Services Officer Training College.
This was followed by talks from Mr Whitaker on the opportunities available in our Sixth Form, and
Mrs Walker on careers resources and college courses. The programme of speakers ended with Mrs
Sarah Hussain, the Apprenticeship Co-ordinator at Craven College. Sarah spoke about college based
Apprenticeships and the application process.
At the end of the morning all the Year 10 students completed a short questionnaire about their plans
for post 16 education. This information is essential in helping guide careers support for the following
year. The feedback from students has been very positive and many are already looking at attending
open events and researching the wide range of options available.
As the students enter Year 11 they become more focused on their future plans. With the help of
school, parents and carers they are able to choose the right pathway for them. Any questions related
to Careers can be sent to Mrs Lambert: g.lambert@settlecollege.n-yorks.sch.uk and there are also
Careers resources available on the Settle College moodle site.
Mrs G Walker
Year 11 Pastoral Officer
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A LEVEL PERFORMING ARTS EXAM SHOWCASE DRAMA

On Wednesday, 24th June the A2 Level Performing Arts
students performed their final examination piece, a
performance of Willy Russell’s Blood Brothers. The
students had to undertake all aspects of the production,
from acting and singing to providing the stage sets,
direction, sound and lighting .
Tom Parkinson and Max Orrell capably played the
Johnstone twins, brothers who are parted at birth and
then meet up and form a friendship which transcends the
differences in class and upbringing. Molly McHale played
Mrs Johnstone, the long suffering mother and Karla Heppenstall played the double role of Mrs Lyons and Linda,
two characters who could not be more different. The
whole evening was managed by Tom Hollyhead.
All the performances were heartfelt and everyone in the
audience found them to be incredibly moving and emotional. The combination of powerful singing, outstanding
acting and complete commitment made for a production
that will be long remembered.
This performance was the final one in a long line for this
bunch of very talented students.

Mrs S Power
Subject Leader Performing Arts
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AS PERFORMING ARTS EXAM SHOWCASE DRAMA
The year 12 AS Performing Arts group also performed
their exam pieces on the same week. Mary Davis, Andy
Huck, Alice Taylor and Jake Tatham put on a black comedy
entitled “Lumpy Custard”. The other performance piece
was a dark piece exploring aspects of the Second World
War. Harry Garman and Edd Garland played the Nazi
soldiers and Molly Summersgill Smith and Alice Syms
portrayed their Jewish victims. Both groups showed a
range of Performing Arts including: acting, singing, dance
and instrumental playing. We look forward to seeing what
this group will produce for their final exam piece this time
next year.
Both evenings were supported on lights and sound by
James Eather, a talented GCSE Lighting Engineer, James
will return to study A level Performing Arts in September.
Mrs S Power
Subject Leader Drama
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SIXTH FORM CAR SAFETY DAY
Settle College have been involved in the Drive
Aware campaign from North Yorkshire Police
and Fire Service this year. Earlier in the year all
students in Years 11 to 13 experienced a one
hour presentation relating to the importance of
safer driving. This has been followed up this
month for our Year 12 students with a demo car
being brought to school. The car allowed pupils a
chance to experience a ‘Drivers’ Hazard
Perception Test; each test took only a minute or
two.
The test was projected onto the windscreen so was also suitable for non-drivers. Alongside this
students had a talk from one of the fire officers about the ‘Drink Aware’ campaign and attempted to
walk a straight line whilst wearing ‘beer goggles’! This was a fantastic experience for the students and
one we hope to deliver year on year.
Mr G Whitaker
Director of Sixth Form

SIXTH FORM PICNIC
Whilst the other years were away on their
rewards trip, the Sixth Form committee
organised a picnic to raise money for the charity
Harry’s Star. Harry’s Star is a local charity that
supports children facing brain tumours.
The picnic managed to raise £114 that will be
donated to Leeds General Infirmary, Yorkshire’s
leading brain tumour hospital.
For the year ahead we plan on raising money for
several charities including Guide Dogs, Yorkshire
Air Ambulance, Diabetes UK and Teenage Cancer
Trust. Currently, as a sixth form committee we
are organising fancy dress up days across the
whole school, a dodgeball tournament, pie the
teachers, a triathlon and an Easter egg hunt. We
hope this will raise lots of money for our
charities whilst creating a fun environment
around school.
Amy Marshall
Year 12
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GREEN POWER
The Greenpower team were racing, at Croft, to qualify for the
National finals, at Rockingham Race Way. We set off at 7:30
am, from Settle College, heading towards Croft. When we got
there we had to go through scrutineering (scrutineering is
where they check to see if everything is safe). Luckily we
sailed through it with no problems, just a few advisory
things to do before the next race. So we set off to do some
practice laps. In the practice laps there were no faults and
the team was feeling confident; our goals were to come in
the top ten and to get thirty miles. The team was ready and
we were excited for the race.
The first race started at 11:00am and the first driver was
Ben Bradley. His fastest lap was 3:28 during his 2nd lap,
about 8 seconds slower than last year but this was mostly
due to the strong wind. When Ben came in for a driver
change on the 12th lap we were in 10th place overall; a great
effort reflecting his consistent lap times.
A smooth driver change saw Ben Coote dropping down to 13th position, he maintained some good
times to bring us back up the leader board, and by the end of his short stint he was up to 12 th position.
James Clapham, taking part in his first race of the season was the final driver, the batteries were starting to fade but so were everyone else’s and James took the flag in 11th place. So the new aero wheels
and electronics were paying off, an improvement on last year’s position.
For the second race we decided to increase the tyre
pressure from 80psi to 100psi, this would then give us
lower rolling road resistance. A check on the steering
showed some extra play, which was soon sorted and the
chain guard which had been catching in race 1 was
tweaked and sounded a lot smoother. After half an hour
the car was ready for the next race or so we thought...

At the start of the race it is important to get the best grid position, so 30 minutes before the start we
got the car off the jacks and put the batteries on , then disaster struck, the new batteries had different
fittings and would not fit, suddenly the team went from being chilled and relaxed to frantically trying
to solve the problem. It took 28 minutes, meaning we started in last place on the grid, James Beresford was in the hot seat. By the end of lap 2 we were up into 20th place having started in 30th, James
was driving smoothly and consistently, after 3 laps at 3 minute 27seconds James crept up to 16th place
and after 12 laps he was up to 12th overall. The pit crew were inspired and determined to do a quick
driver change, a couple of practices and James was out and Ethan Clarke was in the car in under 10
seconds. After an excellent stint in the car Ethan reached 9th place and it was looking like a top ten
position was on the cards.
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GREEN POWER CONTINUED…
For the final driver choice there was much
discussion within the team. Anna Ward was
chosen for her consistency and enthusiasm. The
driver change this time was a little too
enthusiastic and the marshals stopped the car to
do a safety check costing extra time. Anna came
out in 10th and slowly started to catch the cars in
front, moving up to 9th, then 8th and on the last but
one lap moved into 7th position. Unfortunately
with failing batteries a car just behind us overtook
on the last lap and we dropped down in to a team
best of 8th.
A great day was had by all and we received the
best presented team award, with our new
overalls we looked the part. A special thanks
to E & R M Middleton & Son for providing
these. A special thanks also to Mr Coote who
has very generously not only given up his time
this year to help on a Wednesday evening but
has also donated £500 to STEM on the
understanding that the students will match
this via fund raising.
The Greenpower team are always requiring support and assistance; at the moment we are looking
for some bike components and some additional electronics, along with some engineering assistance.
If you have these skills, or are keen to support in any way, please contact Mr G Scott at Settle College.

Mr G Scott
Subject Leader Technology
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BATTLEFIELDS VISIT
This year’s Battlefields trip began Friday, 9th July. At 12:30pm, 25
Settle College students embarked on our adventure across the
North Sea arriving at Zeebrugge the following morning. Stumbling
off the ferry, after an early start and very little sleep, we jumped on
the coach for a 2 hour journey to the Somme in France.
Our first stop of our trip was the Authuille Cemetery, which was
hidden away in a small village. Each cemetery had the Cross of
Sacrifice along with a memorial register of each person who was
buried there. Many of the soldiers who are buried in France and
Belgium have unknown graves, which are marked as ‘A Solider of
The Great War, Know Unto God’ on their grave stone, along with
the symbol of their religion. Our next stop was the Newfoundland
Park at Beaumont Hamel, which was purchased by the Canadians
at the end of the First World War to preserve the site where over
700 of their soldiers died during the battle of The Somme.
After a short lunch, we then moved on to the impressive
Thiepval Memorial to the Missing. On this memorial are
over 72,000 names of soldiers who were missing after the
war. The size of the memorial was astonishing, with each
side covered with names from the very top of the memorial
to the bottom. Along with this, the memorial also had a
cemetery which contains equal numbers of graves of French
and British troops to represent their commitment together
during the war. Our final stop of the first day in France was
the Lochnager Mine Crater, created on the 1st July by the
British.
It measures an incredible 300ft in diameter and 70ft deep. Over 27,000kg of explosives were used to
create the mine and resulted in the 34th division losing 6,380 soldiers on that day alone, many of those
with unknown graves.
After our last visit, we travelled to Ypres in Belgium and arrived at The Poppies Hotel in the middle of
the town. After checking in, we then walked to the Menin Gate, another memorial to the missing
troops which has over 60,000 names on its walls. Each night, a short ceremony takes place to
remember those who fought in the war; this has continued since 1928 with only a small period of
time during the Second World War where the ceremonies did not take place. After we attended the
jam packed 30,001st ceremony, we walked around the Menin Gate before going for our evening meal
then returning to our hostel for the night.
Our final day in Ypres saw another early morning for us all and by 8:30am we were at the Pool of
Peace. Similar to the Lochnager Mine Crater, the site was created by a mine. Rather than preserving
the site like the Lochnager Mine Crater, this site was allowed to return back to nature.
The Pool of Peace has turned into a lake which is surrounded by trees. Many of the mines that were
exploded in the First World War were so loud that they were heard in London .
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BATTLEFIELDS VISIT
A few hundred metres from the Pool of Peace is
the Lone Tree Cemetery, the burial place for
those troops who died in the explosion of the
mines. This site contained a large number of
Irish Rifle troops, who went over the top of the
trenches too early and were consequently killed.
We then moved on to the Hill62 Sanctuary Wood
Museum, an area which contains the world’s
greatest preserved front line trenches from the
war.
We all walked through the trenches and many of us were surprised at how small and cramped the
conditions were, along with the small rooms along from the trenches. Many of the trees in the areas
still had visible bullet holes from the fighting that took place. Next, we moved onto the Flanders Field
Museum which contained a lot of information about the course of the war as well as a lot of artefacts,
such as uniforms and war weaponry. Once we’d been through the museum, we had an hour of free
time in Ypres, where many people bought large amounts of chocolate, along with enjoying the
beautiful sites in the town.
After having lunch, we had a short stop at the Gas Attack Monument at Vifwegen, where the Germans
released deadly chlorine gas which killed thousands of soldiers. We then moved onto one of the
highlights of the trip, Tyne Cot Cemetery, the largest British memorial in the world. There are over
11,000 graves at Tyne Cot along with 30,000 names on the back panels of the memorial for those who
died with unknown graves. Many of us were astonished by the huge scale of this cemetery, which put
into perspective the number of casualties that occurred in the First World War. The next site was the
only German Cemetery in the whole of Belgium, Langemark. Following the end of the war, within the
Treaty of Versailles, Germany was not only blamed for the consequences of the war, but was also
given a small plot of land to bury their dead which they could not send home due to the large
numbers. This land is barely a quarter of the size of Tyne Cot and has over 33,000 German soldiers
buried there. Germany were also given rules on how to bury their dead in addition to their
punishment, they could not have upright or light colored gravestones. The atmosphere in this
cemetery was very different compared to the British and French cemeteries, which felt peaceful,
compared to the darkness that loomed over the German cemetery. Finally, we had one last stop at
the Essex Farm Cemetery. This is the most visited cemetery in all of Belgium as the youngest British
soldier who died at just 15; Private Valentine Joe Strudwick is buried here. The cemetery also
contains 5 German prisoners who died; each represented with a straight cut grave stone.
After this final visit, we made our way back to Zeebrugge where we boarded our overnight ferry back
to Hull, before finally arriving back in Settle at 12:45pm. We all thoroughly enjoyed the trip and found
it eye opening and enlightening, along with expanding our knowledge of the First World War.
Thank you to Ms Fisher and Mrs Tarbox for organizing such an amazing and informative trip!
Beth Smith
Year 12
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PTA NEWS
As we head off into the glorious summer holidays, there are just a few things I would like to remind you
about:
Our incoming Year 7 students will be taking part in their first PTA event over the summer break in a
competition to produce the best ‘sunflower’ selfie. (If there are any spare seeds other year groups
might get the chance to join in, so keep your eyes peeled in the last week of term!) Some of the best
pictures will be posted on the PTA page and in College after the judging at our AGM (Wednesday, 30 th
September, 6.30pm in the conference room.)
We are hoping to take part in the Ingleton Gala at the end of term (Saturday, 18th July), so come along
and support us if you can.
We have a quiz night booked for Friday, 2nd October. More details when we come back in September.
Students will be given the chance to suggest our next fundraising target early next year, so get your
thinking caps on and dream big - we love a challenge!
A very warm welcome to the new parents who are joining the PTA this year. All parents and carers are
automatically members, so if you haven’t already been in touch, feel free to visit our page and see
what’s going on, pop into one of our meetings and suggest something new (you get a cuppa with this
option!) or get in touch through our dedicated email address:
pta@settlecollege.n-yorks.sch.uk
Every single penny raised is spent on those little extras that will add to your child’s experience at Settle
College.
Last but by no means least, a huge thank you to everyone who has helped at events, spent money at
events or planned events this year, parents, staff and students. It really does make a big difference and
there has been a lot of fun along the way too! Have a fabulous summer break and we’ll see you in
September.
Vicky Sawyer
PTA Secretary
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YEAR 11 STUDENTS VISIT THEIR PRIMARY SCHOOL
At the end of June several Year 11 students from Settle College came back to visit us and talk to our
Year 6 pupils as they are about to embark on Year 7 and their next step into Key Stage 3 at secondary
school.
Last year we held a similar reunion and found it really helpful for our pupils to talk directly to past
pupils about what it is like day to day at Settle College but also to talk about their experiences whilst at
secondary school and talk about their plans for the future as they have just completed their GCSEs.
Initially reserved, our Year 6 pupils
gradually started to ask questions, and
as last year a few questions revolved
around detention and how many of our
visitors had experienced this! Once
refreshments were served, the chat
naturally turned to lunchtimes and the
choices available, but there were also
questions about the different subjects
on offer and clubs after school.

Year 11 Students with the Year 6 students at Long Preston
Primary School

It was great for Ms Ward to see the
returning students and like the year
before, they were keen to walk around
school, spot all the differences and
reminisce about their time at school
and relive events from their time with
us.

Of course, like last year, the present Year 11’s left us to go onto Settle Middle School at the end of Year
5 and there have been many changes to our school and of course Settle College, which again goes
through changes during the summer break, bringing all students onto the Upper School site.
Although only a short visit, it was great for all concerned to talk about their experiences and as the
Year 11 students talked about their next moves – it gave our pupils a view of where secondary school
leads to and some of the things our Year 6 pupils could aspire to.
Many thanks to all students who have come back to Long Preston over the last two years and
contributed to this session by giving honest opinions about life after primary school. It was lovely to
welcome them all back and see how they have developed into confident young people with clear plans
for their future. We wish them all well as they move on, just as our Year 6 pupils are about to do the
same.
Elizabeth Martin
Headteacher
Long Preston Endowed VA Primary School
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SPORTS LEADERS
It has been a busy month for the Sports Leaders at Settle College with five different Primary School
competitions taking place in June. The North Craven Area Kwik-Cricket event took place in early June
and was a fantastic event whereby fifteen Sports Leaders helped with the umpiring, score keeping and
running of the results table. The Cricket was a big success; the Primary students thoroughly enjoyed
the event and the leaders were excellent in motivating and praising the competitors. Outstanding
Sports Leaders recognition goes to Sam Brown and Edward Bradley for their enthusiasm and
professionalism during the competition.
The Winners of the North Craven
Kwik-Cricket event, Long Preston Primary
School, then went on to represent the
North Craven area in the Craven finals
which took place at Settle Cricket Club.
Sports Leaders from Settle College were
chosen to organise and umpire the finals
over other local Schools and Colleges
because of their outstanding reputation.
They did not let the College down and
were fair, encouraging and enthusiastic
throughout the event.

Gavin Phillis, the Craven Area
Competitions Manager said that
“the leaders were outstanding”, a
fitting complement to a group of
superb Sports Leaders.
Outstanding
Sports
Leaders
recognition goes to Anna Booth
who did a great job recording the
scores and running the table.
Thank you to the following Sports
Leaders; Anna Booth, Edward
Bradley, Henry Brown, Sam
Brown, Thomas Corns, Kyle
Handy, Jordan McKenna, Harry
Parsons, Liam Stubbs.

Mrs R Mercer
PE Teacher
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MINI OLYMPICS
In mid-June, the Year 2 Mini-Olympics were held on
the Settle College Sports Fields. With over one
hundred and thirty competitors, from ten of the
cluster primary schools, aged six and seven, coming
to try out different skills and sports there would have
to be a lot of support from the Sports Leaders. Mrs
Mercer was overwhelmed with the number of Sports
Leaders who were willing to help run the event, with
over one hundred Settle College students attending
the meeting. There were eighty nine Sports Leaders
chosen to run the event, giving the opportunity for
new Leaders to become involved in the programme.
The Leaders ran the event smoothly, efficiently and
with enthusiasm and fantastic energy, which was
recognised by many of the Primary School staff and
parents. Outstanding Sports Leaders recognition
goes to Freddie Howarth who was praised in an
email from a teacher at Clapham Primary School to
Ms Costello stating he “was impressed with his
attitude and enthusiasm, Freddie was particularly
great with the children and deserves a special
mention”.
THANK YOU to all the Sports Leaders who made the
Mini-Olympics such a success and who made it an
enjoyable and valuable experience for all the Year 2
students.

Mrs R Mercer
PE Teacher
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UNDER 13 ROUNDERS TOURNAMENT
On Wednesday, 3rd June the Year 8 girls
competed in a rounders tournament at Upper
Wharfedale school. The girls played two
innings each against both Upper Wharfedale
and Nidderdale High School.
Both games were extremely tight and the girls
just missed out on the win. They played
exceptionally well and worked together as a
team. They will be ready for their next game
against Giggleswick in a couple of weeks time!
Mrs L Thompson
Subject Leader for PE

U13 Team
Back :Lily Whittle, Katie Tootill, Amber Healing, Tiarney Monks
Front: Emily Carpenter, Ella Caton, Natasha Croll

UNDER 12 ROUNDERS TOURNAMENT
The Year 7 girls played their first rounders
tournament of the year on Wednesday, 3rd June.
The competition saw them play against
Nidderdale High School and Upper Wharfedale
School. The skills shown from the girls were of
a very high standard and they won the match
against Nidderdale with a four rounder lead.
Upper Wharfedale proved to be more
challenging and the girls just missed out on the
win by two rounders.
Mrs L Thompson
Subject Leader for PE

U12 Team
Back: Molly Taylor, Sophie Piper, Becky Abbott, Abbie Richards
Front: Caitie Birkett-Bentley, Olivia Robinson, Isobel Birrell
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YEAR 9 AND 10 ROUNDERS FIXTURE
Well done to the Year 9 and 10 Rounders teams for their fixture at Upper Wharfedale. There was some
excellent play from both teams. The Year 9 team secured a fantastic win and the Year 10 team lost by
just one rounder. Congratulations to all players for a fantastic fixture.

Year 9 Team

Year 10 Team

Final score:

Final Score:

Settle 15 – Upper Wharfedale 3

Settle 8 ½ - Upper Wharfedale 9 ½

Team: (Back Row) Ellie Jones, Claire
Scaife, Rosa Bryant, India Healing,
(Front Row) Jess Ditchfield, Gemma
Darwin, Becky Allen, Rebecca Hulse.

Team: (Back Row) Rosie Laycock,
Emma Parkinson, Izzy Clements,
Beth Duncan.
(Front Row) Hebe Shepherd, Abi
Adnett, Emma Franklin.

Miss A Vickery
PE Teacher
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SWIMMING GALA
A group of eleven Settle College students went to
Skipton swimming pool to take part in a
Swimming Gala on Friday, 5th June. There were
four other schools involved in the Gala;
Ermysteds, Skipton Girls’ High School, South
Craven and Skipton Academy students. Many of
the students involved belong to a swimming club
out of school in Settle or Skipton and some were
part of the North Yorkshire team. It was a brilliant
morning with a great atmosphere and good
competition. We started with a warm up before
going on to the races. There was a race for
everyone with all different strokes and a range of
relays for us to take part in. There was some
brilliant swimming from students in all year
groups. Everyone did really well against the
tough competition and it paid off when we came
second overall.
A big thank you from all of us to Mr Harrison and
Miss Sobczak for taking us.

Rosa Bryant and India Healing
Year 9
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